Research on the MTBF evaluation method and the reliability improvement technologies of typical power adapter
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Abstract. This paper researched about the MTBF evaluation method and the reliability improvement technologies of typical power adapter. Firstly, the basic structure of a typical power adapter was introduced; secondly, the reliability model was built, and the reliability parameter MTBF was evaluated; thirdly, some reliability improving technologies were researched to improve the reliability and reduce the manufacturing cost; lastly, the specific reliability data was compared between improvement and before. These reliability improvement technologies were effective and could be applied to design and manufacture high reliability electric products.

Background

With the development of science and technology, some power adapters with high performance and high security have emerged constantly, and had been used in almost all common electronic products. However, since the manufacturing companies are not at the same level in product design, the reliability indexes of different power adapters produced in different factories are very different especially the mean time between failures which named as MTBF, which ranged from nearly one hundred thousand hours to a few thousand hours. This situation made the further development of power adapter become difficult. Therefore, how to assess the reliability index MTBF of power adapter and how to improve the design faultiness have become the research focus of numerous power adapter manufacturers and research institutions relevant[1-4]. According to the statistics, the design defect is the first of all kinds of factors which affect the reliability of the electric products. Fig. 1 was the Fault data of electric products.

The basic structure of typical power adapter

A typical power adapter mainly consisted of the transformer module, rectifier module, filter module, and regulator module, combined with protection module, feedback modules and other components. A typical circuit structure of a power adapter was shown in Figure 2.
According to the typical circuit structure of a power adapter, a typical design schematics was shown as Figure 3.

The main components of a power adapter contained resistors, capacitors, switching diodes, zener diodes, NPN transistors, integrated chips, thermistors, piezo-resistors, adjustable resistance, X capacitors, Y capacitors, photo-couplers, fuses, inductors, transformers, magnetic beads, PCB board and so on. The kind of electric components was nearly 20 and the amount was about 200.

The electrical parameters (voltage, current, power) and environmental parameters (temperature, humidity, etc.) of various components are not consistent when the power adapter working properly, the assessment methods about failure rate are inconsistent. Hence, how to assess the reliability index of the power adapter especially the MTBF index, was a complex task.

The assessment method of MTBF of power adapter

The concept of MTBF

The reliability was an important performance of a product. Reliability was the probability of a product which could complete a predetermined function in the given conditions and given time. The average life expectancy was the main gauge to measure the reliability of a product. For repairable products, the average life expectancy was an average time between failures of two adjacent, i.e. MTBF(Mean Time Between Failures). The MTBF was calculated by
\[
MTBF = \int_0^\infty f(t)dt
\]  

(1)

Wherein, \( f(t) \) was the instantaneous product failure rate.

For the products whose life distribution was exponential distribution, \( MTBF = \frac{1}{\lambda} \), where, \( \lambda \) was the total failure rate of the products. The life distribution of electronic products was exponential distribution usually. Based on this, we found that if we wanted to evaluate the MTBF of power adapter, the total failure rate \( \lambda \) should be calculated first\(^{[5-8]}\).

**The reliability model of Power Adapter**

Expected failure rate of the power adapter was based on the establishment of its reliability models. Referring the functional principle of the device and system, divided the device into several parts which were relatively independent in circuit and whose internal units were tandem structure. And then made sure the logic and mathematical relationships between each divided parts, namely established reliability models of the products. The typical power adapter consisted of line filter, rectifier, transformer, filter, high-voltage protection circuit, pulse width modulation chip, limiting circuit, sampling circuit, the feedback circuit. The relationship between these various modules was series model.

![Fig.4 The reliability model of power adapter](image)

**Stress analysis method**

According to the unit belonged, used ways, work temperature, electric stress and other environment parameters, connected with the failure model of electronic components and the reliability model of the product, the total failure rate of power adapter \( \lambda \) could be obtained\(^{[9-10]}\).

\[
\lambda = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \lambda_i = \sum_{i=1}^{n} f_i(\lambda_\phi, \pi_\psi, \pi_F, \pi_V, \pi_C, \pi_E, \pi_L, \pi_A)
\]

(2)

For the products whose reliability model was parallel structure, the \( \lambda \) was:

\[
\lambda = \lambda \left( \frac{1}{1 + \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{3} + \ldots + \frac{1}{n}} \right)
\]

(3)

**The improved technologies for MTBF**

**Increase the backup unit**

The failure rate was 2/3 of the original failure rate when add a backup unit usually. If necessary, 1-2 units could be used as backup redundancy units.

The reliability of system was:

\[
R = 1 - F_s = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} f_i = 1 - \prod_{i=1}^{n} (1 - r_i)
\]

(4)

For the products whose life distribution was exponential distribution, \( MTBF \) was:

\[
MTBF = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{\lambda_i} - \sum_{1 \leq i < j \leq n} \frac{1}{\lambda_i + \lambda_j} + \ldots + (-1)^{n-1} \frac{1}{\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \ldots + \lambda_n}
\]

(5)
When n parts of the product were same, MTBF was:

\[ MTBF = \int_0^\infty \left(1 - (1 - e^{-\lambda t})^n\right) dt = \frac{1}{\lambda} + \frac{1}{2\lambda} + \ldots + \frac{1}{n\lambda} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

**Derating stress design**

Extra stress existed in some components. Thermal analysis showed that the ambient temperature of metal film resistors was 76 °C, but the rated temperature was only 70 °C, therefore, a higher rated temperature (100 °C above) needed to be considered for the metal film resistance.

Another example:
The original power load factor of one diode S was 0.4, stress analysis showed that the ambient temperature was 80 °C, the junction temperature was:

\[ T_j = 80^\circ C + 0.4 \times 150^\circ C = 140^\circ C \]  \hspace{1cm} (7)

Its junction temperature exceeded the maximum allowable temperature 125 °C as Class II derating standard, so its load factor should be considered from 0.4 down to 0.25 or less.

**System reliability optimization based on Lagrange allocation method**

When MTBF and λ could not reach the requirement value, or the manufacturing cost was too high when MTBF and λ were fit, Lagrange allocation method could be used to realize the reliability allocation, and which made the manufacturing cost least.

Supposing there were n sub-system in the power adapter, the reliability of each sub-system was \( R_i \) (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, n \)), the manufacturing cost was \( x_i \), and the relationship between \( R_i \) and \( x_i \) was:

\[ R_i = 1 - e^{-\alpha_i (x_i - \beta_i)} \]  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The limit condition was the total reliability \( R_s = \prod_{i=1}^{n} R_i \) was immovable. For solving this, Lagrange multipliers \( \xi \) was introduced to structure Lagrange function as follow:

\[ L(X, \xi) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i - \xi (R_s - \prod_{i=1}^{n} R_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (9)

\[ x_i = \beta_i - \frac{\ln(1 - R_i)}{\alpha_i} \]  \hspace{1cm} (10)

\[ L(R, \xi) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} [\beta_i - \frac{\ln(1 - R_i)}{\alpha_i}] - \xi (R_s - \prod_{i=1}^{n} R_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Step the formula (12) into equation (11), then

\[ L(R, \xi) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} [\beta_i - \frac{\ln(1 - R_i)}{\alpha_i}] - \xi (R_s - \prod_{i=1}^{n} R_i) \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Solving these equations:

\[ \begin{cases} \frac{\partial L}{\partial R} = 0, \quad l = 1, 2, \ldots, n \\ \frac{\partial L}{\partial \xi} = 0 \end{cases} \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

Then the reliability value of each sub-system \( R_s = [R_1^*, R_2^*, \ldots, R_n^*] \) when the cost was least and the reliability was best.

**Test**

We chose one typical power adapter for testing. The total failure Rate of the power adapter before improvement was \( 50 \times 10^{-6}/h \), MTBF was 20000 h, manufacturing cost was about 135 Yuan. And The
total failure Rate of the power adapter before improvement was $35.9 \times 10^{-6}$/h, MTBF was 27855 h, manufacturing costs was about 95 Yuan by using redundant backup, stress derating design, system reliability optimization and some other methods. It could be found that the MTBF of the power adapter had been greatly improved and the manufacturing cost was reduced in a certain extent after improving the reliability.

**Summary**

Using redundant backup and stress derating design approach can improve the reliability of electronic products. Applying optimization method for reliability system can reduce manufacturing costs. These methods can be applied to design and manufacture other electronic products.
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